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this view are to be understood in terms of what
happens when we ‘recall’ them.
See also:
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understand how mental events can interact causally
with bodily events. For these reasons and others,
dualism is, despite various reasons advanced in its
support, a theoretically uncomfortable position.
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DUALISM
Introduction
Dualism is the view that mental phenomena are, in
some respect, nonphysical. The best-known version
is that of Descartes, and holds that the mind is a
nonphysical substance. Descartes argued that,
because minds have no spatial properties and
physical reality is essentially extended in space,
minds are wholly nonphysical. Every human being
is accordingly a composite of two objects: a physical
body, and a nonphysical object that is that human
being’s mind. On a weaker version of dualism,
which contemporary thinkers find more acceptable,
human beings are physical substances but have
mental properties, and those properties are not
physical. This view is known as property dualism, or
the dual-aspect theory.
Several considerations appear to support dualism.
Mental phenomena are strikingly different from all
others, and the idea that they are nonphysical may
explain just how they are distinctive. Moreover,
physical reality conforms to laws formulated in
strictly mathematical terms. But, because mental
phenomena such as thinking, desiring and sensing
seem intractable to being described in mathematical
terms, it is tempting to conclude that these
phenomena are not physical. In addition, many
mental states are conscious states – states that we are
aware of in a way that seems to be wholly
unmediated. And many would argue that, whatever
the nature of mental phenomena that are not
conscious, consciousness cannot be physical.
There are also, however, reasons to resist dualism.
People, and other creatures with mental endowments, presumably exist wholly within the natural
order, and it is generally held that all natural
phenomena are built up from basic physical
constituents. Dualism, however, represents the
mind as uniquely standing outside this unified
physical picture. There is also a difficulty about
causal relations between mind and body. Mental
events often cause bodily events, as when a desire
causes an action, and bodily events often cause
mental events, for example in perceiving. But the
causal interactions into which physical events enter
are governed by laws that connect physical events.
So if the mental is not physical, it would be hard to
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Mental and physical

Underlying dualism is the strong intuition that the
ordinary functioning of people is of two fundamentally different kinds. Much of what happens to us is
thoroughly physical, on a par with the properties
and behaviour of things such as stones, houses and
planets. But we also engage in thinking, we desire
and perceive things, and we feel emotions such as
joy and anger. In these ways we seem to be
dramatically different from such purely physical
objects as stones and planets. It is natural to want to
epitomize these observations by positing the idea
that all concrete reality is either mental or physical,
and nothing is both. Not only do the mental and
the physical exhaust everything; they are also
mutually exclusive. This conclusion points to
some form of dualism. Either every person consists
of a nonphysical substance operating in tandem
with a purely physical body, or people at least have
certain states or properties that are not physical.
It is worth stressing that dualism requires the
mental and the physical to be mutually exclusive. If
they were not, mental substances might also be
physical, and mental states such as thoughts and
sensations might be not just mental, but also
physical as well. Moreover, the common-sense
contrast between mental and physical does not by
itself imply that mental phenomena lie outside the
physical realm. We often contrast a special range of
phenomena with the physical, even though the
phenomena under consideration are strictly speaking physical; consider the contrast in computer talk
between physical and logical disk drives. Mental
phenomena are unlike any others, but highly
distinctive phenomena are not, just on that account,
nonphysical.
Still, there are reasons to think that mental and
physical are indeed disjoint categories. For one
thing, it is held that if they were not disjoint we
could not capture what it is that is distinctive about
mind. If people were just physical substances, and
their mental states just special sorts of physical states,
we would not be able to explain the striking
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difference between people and paradigmatically
physical objects such as stones and houses. Some
have gone so far as to urge that what is distinctive
about being mental is, at bottom, simply that it is
nonphysical.
But this argument is open to challenge, since we
can explain the contrast between stones and people
without supposing that mental and physical are
mutually exclusive categories. Consider a parallel
case. When we focus on living things, it is natural to
contrast biological phenomena with such physical
objects as stones and stars. But that does not lead us
to conclude that the biological and the physical are
mutually exclusive categories, and that living things
are not purely physical. Rather, living organisms are
physical objects, though of a very special sort, and
we need not posit anything nonphysical to
characterize what is special about them (see
Vitalism).
Dualism implies that things are different in the
case of the mind; that is, it implies that to capture
what is distinctive about mental functioning we
must posit substances or properties that are not
physical. If, on the other hand, we can characterize
the mind without positing anything nonphysical,
dualism is wrong. The hypothesis that this is
possible is mind–body materialism, and it has been
championed especially forcefully in a version called
the identity theory of mind (see Mind, identity
theory of).
Can such a characterization be given? According
to Descartes, it is essential to everything physical
that it has spatial extension, and being spatially
extended implies having parts. So we can conceive
of any physical object as being divided into parts;
those parts would themselves be extended, and
hence physical objects. But Descartes held that the
same is not true about minds. Minds, he claimed,
are not mere collections of mental states, as the
bundle theory maintains (see Mind, bundle
theory of); rather, minds are essentially unified.
So we cannot even conceive of a mind’s being
divided into parts. A satisfactory characterization of
the mental, therefore, implies that minds are
nonphysical (see Descartes, R. §8).
The bundle theory put to one side, however,
there is reason to question this argument. Surgically
sectioning the neural pathways that connect the two
cerebral hemispheres results in striking experimental
behaviour, which some researchers believe indicates
the presence after surgery of two distinct conscious
minds. Also, brain lesions sometimes result in
dissociation of mental functions, which also suggests
that a normally unified mind may come to be
divided. Such results cast doubt on traditional ideas
about mental unity, and the very possibility of these
interpretations undermines Descartes’ claim that we

cannot even conceive of a mind’s being divided into
parts. To sustain dualism, therefore, we would need
some other reason to hold that a satisfactory
characterization of mind must proceed in nonphysical terms.
According to Descartes’ well-known cogito, the
statement ‘I am, I exist’ is true whenever I assert it
or mentally conceive it, and the ‘I’ whose existence
I thereby establish is my mind, not my body. But
Descartes explicitly recognizes that these considerations do not constitute an argument for dualism.
Rather, as he saw, they establish at best only a
conceptual difference between mind and body, and
not the ‘Real Distinction’ for which he argues
independently by appeal to divisibility.
2

Dualism and physical science

To show that the mind is nonphysical, we need to
know not only what being mental amounts to, but
also what it is to be physical. Descartes relied on the
alleged indivisibility of mind, and on a conception
of the physical as divisible. That conception of
physical reality, in turn, rested on Descartes’
conviction that the essential properties of physical
reality are all geometrical properties.
But there is another conception of physical
reality that seems to support dualism. Scientific
developments over the last four centuries present a
picture in which the laws governing physical reality
are invariably formulated in strict mathematical
terms. As Galileo put it in The Assayer, the book of
nature is ‘written in the language of mathematics’.
This idea captures the mathematical character of
the physical in terms that are more general than
Descartes’ claim that the essential properties of
physical reality are all geometrical. So it allows for a
less constrained argument for dualism, independently of particular claims about what is essential to
the mind. Whatever the nature of thinking, sensing,
desiring and feeling, one might well deny that there
could be strictly mathematical laws that govern such
states. On this conception of the physical, then,
mental states would not be physical.
The argument as just formulated supports
property dualism, according to which no mental
states or properties are physical. But we can adjust
the argument to support substance dualism as well.
If mental substances exist, their behaviour would
presumably not be governed by mathematically
formulable laws; so such substances would not be
physical. The argument is therefore more flexible
than Descartes’ appeal to indivisibility, which adapts
less readily to the case of property dualism. This is
important, since contemporary concern about
dualism is almost always about dualism of properties,
not substances. Partly that is because of doubts
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about whether the traditional notion of a substance
is useful. But it is also partly because of a tendency
to think of people’s minds not as any kind of
substance at all but rather as the totality of their
mental functioning, including their dispositions and
abilities to function mentally.
There are various reasons to think that mental
states cannot be the subjects of mathematically
formulable laws. We describe our thoughts and
desires in terms of the objects they are about. The
property of being about something, and its related
properties, are called intentional properties (see
Intentionality). Mental states can be about
things that do not exist; we all sometimes think
about and desire nonexistent things. So thinking
and desiring are somewhat like relations one can
bear to nonexistent objects. But such ostensible
relations, which can hold even to nonexistent things,
cannot figure in mathematical descriptions of things.
There are other sorts of mental states that aren’t
strictly speaking about anything; examples are bodily
sensations such as pains and tickles, and perceptual
states such as visual experiences. The distinguishing
properties of these states are not their intentional
properties, but rather certain qualitative properties –
for example, the redness of a visual experience or
the dull, throbbing character of a pain (see Qualia).
Again, it seems unlikely that these properties could
figure in mathematically formulable laws.
These intentional and qualitative properties are,
arguably, the distinguishing properties of mental
states – the properties in terms of which we identify
those states and distinguish them from everything
else. We cannot argue that mental states are physical
simply by denying that they have these properties.
But our intuitive sense that these properties resist
mathematical description may not be reliable.
Compare our intuitions about ordinary macroscopic objects. We ordinarily take such objects to
have various common-sense properties, such as
colour, taste and smell. And we conceive of these
common-sense physical properties in qualitative
terms that seem resistant to mathematical description. Yet we can understand these properties
mathematically: for example, we can construe the
colours of bodies in terms of physical reflectance
(see Colour, theories of). Perhaps, then, we can
explain the intentional and qualitative properties of
mental states in ways that allow for mathematical
description of those properties.
The general outline such explanations would
have, moreover, is clear enough. Some have argued,
for example, that a thought’s being about something
is a matter of its having a certain content (see
Propositional attitudes), and that we can
explain content, in turn, in a scientifically satisfactory way. And there is much about qualitative
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mental states that succumbs to quantitative treatment, as any standard textbook on perception
reveals. So a successful theory of mental properties
may show how to render those properties scientifically acceptable. The intuition that mental properties resist scientific treatment may therefore reflect
only the current state of theorizing, just as many
common-sense physical properties seemed recalcitrant to mathematical treatment before suitable
scientific advances had occurred.
3

Qualitative states

Nonetheless, many would insist that, whatever
science may show, qualitative properties cannot be
physical. All physical objects are composed of
colourless microparticles; so it is tempting to hold
that no physical objects are coloured. We do,
however, describe visual sensations in colour terms,
for example as red or green sensations. And if
nothing physical is coloured but visual sensations
are, those sensations cannot be physical. Indeed, if
no physical objects are coloured, colour is arguably
not a physical property.
But when we describe a physical object as red,
for example, this colour is a distinct property from
that which we sometimes attribute to visual
sensations. Physical colour is a property of a certain
kind of object, namely, physical objects. Visual
sensations, however, are not objects at all; they are
states of people and other sentient creatures. Since
the properties objects have are distinct from those of
states, the colour of visual sensations is a different
property from any property physical objects might
have. Denying colour of physical objects does not
show, therefore, that to have colour properties visual
sensations must be nonphysical.
It is sometimes argued that, unless we construe
sensations as objects as opposed to states, we will not
be able to distinguish among the various sensations
we have at any moment. And sensations are plainly
not physical objects; so if they are objects of any
sort, they must be nonphysical objects. But it is
likely that whatever distinctions we can draw among
sensations construed as objects can be preserved if
we construe them as states instead.
Since bodily and perceptual sensations are not
objects of any kind, but rather states of sentient
creatures, there is indeed a categorial difference
between sensations and physical objects. But that
categorial difference is only that between objects and
their states, and so by itself is irrelevant to dualism.
4

Objections to dualism

Although the character of physics underlies one
major argument for dualism, a specific principle of
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physics is sometimes thought to show that dualism is
wrong. That principle states that in a closed physical
system (that is, closed to other physical systems) the
total energy remains constant. But if mental events
are nonphysical, then, when mental events cause
bodily events, physical motion occurs uncaused by
anything physical. And this, it seems, would result
in an increase of the total energy in the relevant
closed physical system. Mental causation of bodily
events would conflict with the principle of the
conservation of energy.
No such problem arises, even if dualism is true,
when bodily events cause mental events. When
bodily events cause mental events, presumably they
cause other physical events as well, which enables
energy to be conserved. In part because this
problem seems to arise only in one causal direction,
some theorists have adopted a version of dualism
known as epiphenomenalism, according to which
mental events are nonphysical and are caused by
bodily events, but are themselves causally inert (see
Epiphenomenalism). Epiphenomenalism thus
avoids the difficulty about conservation of energy.
An even more extreme variant of dualism, known as
parallelism, also avoids this difficulty, by denying
that any causal interaction between mental and
bodily events occurs at all. To distinguish these
variants from the standard view, on which causal
interaction occurs in both directions, this view is
sometimes called interactionism.
But the dualist need not adopt the unintuitive
idea that mental events never cause bodily events.
Conservation of energy dictates only that the
energy in a closed physical system is constant, not
also how that energy is distributed within the
system. Since mental events could effect bodily
changes by altering that distribution of energy, the
conservation principle does not preclude minds
from having bodily effects.
A second difficulty sometimes raised also has to
do with the causal interaction between the physical
and the nonphysical. We seem to understand well
enough how physical events cause one another, but
it is held that causal interaction between mind and
body is simply unintelligible, and so cannot occur.
We have, it is objected, no conception whatever of
how nonphysical events could cause or be caused by
physical events.
But we understand how things happen only
relative to a theory that governs the relevant events
and tells us how those phenomena fit with various
others. Understanding does not require a scientific
theory; we often rely on informal, common-sense
folk theories. But some theory or other is needed.
So physical causation seems intelligible only because
we have theories that cover those cases. And
because we have no theory that governs mind–

body interactions, we have no way to understand
how they could occur. The appearance of unintelligibility here shows not that such interactions
cannot occur, but only that we have at present no
useful theory that would cover them if they do
occur. Moreover, even if we cannot develop such a
theory, that need not be because mind–body
interaction is impossible; it might instead be due
only to some limitation on our ability to understand
things.
A third objection pertains again to causal
interaction. For nonphysical events to cause bodily
events, those nonphysical events must intervene in
the normal sequence of bodily causes and effects.
And it is argued that this would result in a detectable
time lag somewhere in that sequence of bodily
events. Because there is no such lag, dualism is
mistaken. But causal intervention need not result in
any relevant time lag. Consider the effects of
gravitational force, the propagation of which is
undetectable on the time scale relevant for brain and
other bodily events. All in all, standard objections to
dualism seem to fare no better than the standard
arguments used to establish its truth.
5

Dualism and consciousness

Descartes defined mental states as conscious states,
that is as states of which we are immediately
conscious. Few today would endorse this definition,
since it is generally held that mental states can and
do occur without being conscious (see Unconscious mental states). But Descartes’ definition
fits well with dualism, because mental states provide
intuitive support for dualism only when they are
conscious.
Consider Descartes’ argument for dualism. He
held that minds are such unqualified unities that we
cannot even conceive of their being divided into
parts. This claim is tempting only when we focus on
conscious mental states. We represent our conscious
states as all belonging to a single subject, and so as
inseparable from one another. But not all mental
states are conscious. So this unity of consciousness
does not confer a similar unity on the mind
generally.
Another example concerns bodily and perceptual
sensations. Dualism strikes many as most plausible
for these states, because their qualitative properties
seem intuitively not to be physical. But this
intuition concerns only those qualitative states
which are conscious. Sensations do occur of
which we are in no way conscious, for example in
subliminal perception or peripheral vision. And
although not conscious, these sensations belong to
the same types as conscious sensations; we subliminally sense various standard colours, for example, and
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sounds of various types. Since we distinguish types
of sensation by their qualitative properties, the nonconscious sensations that occur in subliminal
perception must have the same distinguishing
properties as conscious sensations have, namely
qualitative properties. The only difference is that in
these cases we are in no way conscious of being in
states that have those properties.
But when sensations are not conscious, there is
no reason to think they resist being described in
terms appropriate for the physical sciences. And the
same holds for mental states of whatever sort, when
they are not conscious. Dualism is intuitively
plausible only for conscious mental states.
Considerations raised in the previous section also
help disarm this last argument. Our failure to
understand how neural processes could have
qualitative properties reflects only our lack of a
suitable theory of how neural processes could have
such properties; it does not show that they do not
have those properties.
Consider a related argument. We have, it seems,
no conception of how bodily states could have the
qualitative properties in terms of which we
characterize sensations. It seems simply unintelligible that neural occurrences, or any other physical
events, could have the qualities exhibited by a
conscious sensation of pain, or a conscious
experience of seeing red. This has led some to
argue that qualitative mental states cannot be
physical. But, again, the argument has force only
for conscious states. When qualitative states are not
conscious, we have no intuitive problem understanding how their distinguishing properties could
belong to physical states.
Consciousness is presupposed even in empirical
arguments for dualism. Libet, for example, has
experimentally isolated certain anomalies about the
subjective timing of mental events, which he thinks
suggest causal intervention by nonphysical factors.
But these anomalies are detectable only when
subjects report their mental states, and thus only
when those states are conscious. In addition, a
mental state’s being conscious consists in a subject’s
being conscious of that state in a way that seems
immediate. So anomalies about subjective timing
may be due not to intervention by nonphysical
causes, but to differences between when mental
events occur and when subjects become conscious
of them.
Evidently dualism derives no support from
mental states that are not conscious. But then it is
unclear why cases in which we are conscious of our
mental states should make dualism more plausible.
One reason sometimes offered is the subjective
differences among conscious experiences, which
seem to resist treatment in physicalist terms. But
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these differences can very likely be explained by
appeal to differences in the circumstances and
perceptual apparatus of various sentient creatures.
Once it is clear that nonconscious mental states lend
no plausibility to dualism, it is unlikely that
conscious states will either (see Consciousness).
6

Dualism and the concept of mind

Because dualism conflicts with the scientific consensus that at bottom everything is physical, it
receives little endorsement today. But among those
who reject dualism, there are some who nonetheless
find compelling certain reasons for holding that
mental phenomena are nonphysical. They deny, for
example, that the distinguishing properties of
thoughts and sensations can be construed so as to
conform to the dictates of physicalist description, or
they have some other reason to hold that mental
phenomena are nonphysical. They combine a
dualist conception of what mental states are with a
rejection of dualism.
The only option for such theorists is to deny that
anything mental exists. This denial, known as
eliminative materialism, adopts a traditional, dualist
concept of mind, but insists that this dualist
conception does not apply to anything. Though
certain nonmental, physical phenomena may enable
us to explain and predict things we usually explain
and predict by appeal to mental states, on this view
nothing mental exists (see Eliminativism).
Because eliminativism relies on a dualist concept
of mind, we can very likely avoid this extravagant
result. As argued above, we need not construe
mental states and their properties in ways that imply
the dualist claim that mental phenomena are
nonphysical. Accordingly, we can resist both
dualism and the eliminativist alternative.
See also:

Mental causation
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